


Corvidae is a dark fairy tale about a young girl who loves birds, and the very strange thing that happens when she tries to protect 
a wounded crow from the boys in her village. Rooted in the tradition of pastoral horror it will be a short, silent film inspired by the 
work of writers such as Alan Garner and Arthur Machen. 

The Film

Jay - A quiet 12 year old girl, growing up in the country, feral and used to spending days on end in the woods, playing and exploring.

Sam, Mark & Dean - All 12 years old, the village bullies - they are intent on reeking as much destruction as possible.

The Characters



Corvidae was conceived as a project that would tell a strong, simple story through a series of striking storybook images. The first 
collaborator that director Tom de Ville brought on-board was illustrator David Lupton who provided several pieces of art that es-
tablished the visual world of the film. David will also be designing the animated title sequence for the film so that his art style will 
carry through into it.  

Then, Tom turned to artist Ben Kovar to help map out the film itself, by storyboarding a series of detailed animatics. These will 
specifically help us co-ordinate the complicated effects shots in the film with our sfx team. 

The film should have an earthy, naturalistic approach to its visuals, which will slowly become darker and odder as the story un-
winds. Key influences include Nic Roeg’s work in Don’t Look Now and Ken Loach’s Kes. 

Visual Development



The next key additions to the team will be a striking sound designer and composer who will create the second key character of the 
film – its soundscape. 
Because there is no dialogue in the film, its sound design should be clear and striking, whilst remaining naturalistic. Meanwhile, its 
soundtrack should be subtle, bleak and strange. 

At the moment, the idea is that Corvidae’s music should be played by rural instruments, underscored with an unsettling electronic 
undercurrent and odd percussive beats. A key influence here is the Icelandic composer Johann Johannsson. 

Sound Design



The plan has always been that Corvidae could be developed into a bigger story. Like the short, the feature will be a dark fairy-tale 
that explores the strange corners of the British countryside. It will continue the story of Jay and explore what happens to her after 
she begins to turn into a crow-girl.

Frightened and ashamed she runs away from her family and hides out in the nearby forest. There, she learns that other people have 
been turned into avatars of the wild woods before and that there may be a way for her to turn herself back. However, when the 
boys from her village find a way to join the enemies of the crows – the rats – she has to sacrifice her old life and embrace her wild 
nature to protect her family.  

Making the short will help explore the tone of the feature and the themes that will be explored within it. It will also hopefully be a 
way to establish a team of strong creative people who can develop the short film into a more expansive vision. 

From Short to Feature



Tom de Ville created and wrote and directed episodes of the horror anthology TV series Urban Gothic for Channel 5 when he was 
23. 
His first feature script The Quiet Ones was chosen as one of Variety’s top unproduced British scripts in 2007 and was picked up by 
Hammer Films / Exclusive Media the following year. The Quiet Ones is currently in production with John Pogue directing. 
More recently, he has co-created two new feature projects with acclaimed music video director Corin Hardy. The Good People is 
currently being developed by Occupant Films in Los Angeles and Frogz Legz is being developed by Brilliant Films in the UK. 

The Team
Tom DeVille - Writer/Director



Nick Hudson - Producer                                                                                             
Nick Hudson began his career at NBC Universal, where he was responsible for marketing and production activities in the compa-
ny’s German speaking territories. For his work there, he was awarded Promax BDA and Eyes and Ears of Europe awards. Since then 
he has produced numerous virals and music promos. His first feature film, ‘Everyone’s Going to Die’, is currently in post-production 
and is due for release in 2012 as is ‘The Expectations’, a short film delving into the lives of some of London’s youths during last 
year’s riots. A gritty, urban mini-pilot ‘The Fields’ was completed earlier this year.

Alexander Wolpert - Producer
Alexander trained at Drama Centre as an actor and has worked with Complicite and Globe Education. He has worked on new writ-
ing projects at the Soho Theatre and Jerwood Space. He has just finished working on the first installment of ‘The Fields’ a mini se-
ries centering on the plainclothes Police teams in Hackney, which he researched extensively over the past 2 years.
‘In Absence’ also written by Alexander Wolpert is about to begin the festival circuit worldwide starring Oliver Cotton and Charity 
Wakefield.
Alexander founded Wolfheart a year ago and as well as working on various British projects is also collaborating with a production 
company in LA on a new documentary as well as developing a new TV series with the award winning Icelandic director Jon Gunnar.



Ben Kovar - Storyboard Artist
Ben Kovar studied animation and design. He has worked in visual effects for film and commercials and has art directed for both 
television and print. His film credits include 300, Happy Feet, Harry Potter and Wrath of the Titans. He has illustrated several books 
and been involved in the development of films, franchise tv and children’s fiction.

David Lupton - Concept Artist
Since graduating with an MA in Sequential Illustration, David has developed a style that is traditionally hand drawn and rich in 
melancholy and the macabre. His work has been featured in publications such as Time Out, The Guardian, New Scientist and Dazed 
and Confused. He has also worked with a number of record companies, including Rough Trade, Sony Entertainment and Virgin. 
His illustrations have been used in many ways, including music videos, promotional advertising, production design, and children’s 
picture books. 




